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Figure 6.1 Photo by a participant of the research on geographies of hanging out 
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Highlights 
 
Photography and photo elicitation are creative visual methods, but also more: they are 
multisensory practices that make you not only see and feel but also think and understand          
the world from various perspectives. This chapter will encourage you to: 
  
1. Be critical of the ways in which photographs are used in research 
  
2.  Ponder ethical questions concerning photography and photo elicitation 
  
3. Conduct research with photography and photographs yourself 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
In this chapter, we will look into the possibilities of using photography and photographs in 
geographical research. We will first present an overview of photography as a visual method, 
after which we will give special attention to one particular usage of visual imagery: photo 
elicitation interviews. We will briefly describe different ways to include photographs in 
interviews and then introduce the pros and cons of photo elicitation. To provide you with some 
practical ideas of using this creative method, we will introduce some vignettes from our own 
research with young people. Special attention will be paid to the importance of ethical 
considerations during the whole research process: in the phases of planning and conducting the 
research, as well as when reporting the results. 
 
 
Photography as a visual method 
 
The current large-scale interest in visual methods is often referred to as the ‘visual turn’ in the 
social sciences, but the use of images as part of scientific inquiry is not new (Rose, 2012). 
Maps, diagrams and photographs have been popular research tools in geography since it was 
established as an academic discipline. Visual methods today encompass all sorts of 
photographic material such as advertisements, illustrations, postcards, postage stamps, satellite 
photographs and tourism brochures (Jokela and Raento, 2012). Since the textual and cultural 
turn in the 1980s and 1990s, human geographers have increasingly been interested in the 
cultural, semiotic and symbolic meanings of images (Ryan, 2003; Thornes, 2004). In recent 
years, enthusiasm for visual methods has still increased since visual culture has become a more 
central in people’s everyday lives, especially in the Global North. Social media, particularly 
Instagram, are greatly influencing the visual landscape we live in, and affecting our ways of 
engaging with photographs and representations. Amidst the never-ending visual stimulation, 
it is worth focusing on the specific elements that play a part in making up this new reality. For 
most people, photography is an enjoyable and accessible practice, as contemporary mobile 
phones have cameras in 
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them. It is therefore a useful research method for human geographers who wish to study, for 
example, people’s ideas, experiences, feelings or attitudes about different spaces and places. 

According to Mike Crang (2010: 222), there has been ‘an historic ontological assumption 
that what is observable is what geography is about’. Therefore, geographers have sometimes 
treated photographs as representations from which it is possible to ‘draw out’ information about 
a world ‘out there’. Images may appear to be more authentic evidence of the world than written 
text, and photographs have then been treated as objective results of research rather than a 
research method per se (i.e. photograph vs. photography) (Hilander, 2019). However, the idea 
of photography as a direct access to ‘reality’ has been questioned – for example, by feminist 
and critical geographers who have insisted that all knowledge should be treated as situated 
(Pink, 2012). This means that knowledge is always tied to where and when it is formed. 
Consequently, Veronica Hollman (2014), among many others, has suggested that the role of 
photographs in the field of geography should be rethought. It is, indeed, important to stay 
critical of the interpretations made of the produced research material and remember that there 
is always much that escapes the picture. Geographers have always acknowledged the fact that 
a map, as a visual representation of a space, is an interpretation made by the map maker 
(within the prevailing political circumstances), a map that would show the world as it is does 
not exist. In the same way, photography should be understood as a thinking process, and the 
photograph (original or edited) as merely one possible ‘end-product’ of this process (Pyyry, 
2015). 

Consequently, photographs in geography have lately been taken not only as 
representations, but as communicational tools (Rose, 2014), or even actors that inspire new 
thinking in an interview situation (Pyyry, 2015). Indeed, photography has enormous potential 
to complement and strengthen contemporary enquiries in the field, particularly those that aim 
to grasp experiences and atmospheres of a place (Hunt, 2014). Photography is used, for 
instance, as a means of getting closer to studying immediate lived and felt everyday worlds 
(Oldrup and Carstensen, 2012). A photograph can be argued to carry with it practical 
knowledge of a live relationship with the studied space. Photography can also be introduced as 
part of mobile interviewing in go-alongs (Kusenbach, 2012). These types of ‘photo-walks’ 
have often turned out to be powerful experiences that bring with them collaborative embodied 
reflection about the studied spaces and issues (Pyyry, 2015, 2016, 2019). 

The strength of photography is that it allows participants to show aspects of their lives that 
might escape the researcher in an interview (Clark-Ibáñez, 2007). Photography directs attention 
to everyday details that could otherwise be left unnoticed, and it helps in expressing ideas that 
may be difficult to explain with words. Photography can then provide both participants and 
researchers with an opportunity for alternative forms of self-expression and reflection. Indeed, 
visual methods at large are argued to produce new non-verbal and multimodal forms of 
knowledge: they can provoke memories and ideas that could easily be missed if the research 
material only consisted of written or verbal data (Leonard and McKnight, 2015). With a 
camera, it becomes possible to decide what is worth looking at, and hence contest the dominant 
cultural understandings (of gender, age etc.).  

Whilst keeping in mind the possible pitfalls of using photographs as clear-cut data of the 
participants’ worlds, there is considerable potential in the use of photography in 
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geographical research. The creative, and often playful, practice of following the world with a 
camera supports involvement with one’s surroundings, and thus brings forth much more than 
mere visual field notes of the issue at hand. Reflection happens already in the experience of 
taking the photograph, and many of the things affecting this thinking might not be shown in 
the photo itself – a great deal is going on outside of the picture frame, and much of it not in the 
visual registry. Photography is, then, much more than a visual method: it is a multisensory 
practice that creatively links action and understanding. Through the deepened involvement, it 
becomes possible to ‘think with’ the complexity of what is taking place during the research 
process. (For more on this, see Pyyry, 2015). 
 
 
What is photo elicitation?  
 
Photo elicitation is a research method that makes use of photographs in an interview context. 
It was first named in a paper published by the photographer and researcher John Collier (1957). 
There are many ways to conduct photo elicitation interviews. The researcher can use existing 
photographs from secondary sources – from tourism brochures, postcards, advertisements, 
textbooks, etc. (Jokela and Raento, 2012). You can also use photographs that you have taken 
or ask participants to take pictures that will later be used as part of an interview (Clark-Ibáñez, 
2007). These different ways to use photographs in interviews will produce different approaches 
to the studied themes and, therefore, it is important to think carefully about the aims and 
research questions of the particular study (Leonard and McKnight, 2015). Some researchers 
(see Harper, 2012) make a difference between photo elicitation and photovoice, connecting 
photo elicitation to research projects that aim to generate knowledge of the studied theme, while 
photovoice is used to highlight the active role of the participants in the process, having their 
empowerment as one of the main goals. We do not see the need to emphasise the differences 
between these two methods, since they both contain a liberational agenda in working towards 
enabling the participants’ role as co-researchers in a process that has to do with their lives (e.g. 
Pyyry, 2016). 

What is common to all of these approaches, is their potential to make the interviews feel 
comfortable and easy – both for the researcher and the interviewees (Pachmayer and Andereck, 
2017). When photographs are looked at and discussed during the interview, there is no pressure 
to maintain eye contact between the researcher and the interviewees. This can help create a 
more relaxed and open atmosphere. The use of photographs can have these benefits when the 
interviewees are adults, but especially when research is conducted with children, young people 
or other vulnerable participants (Burke, 2005; Tani, 2014). The process of photo elicitation 
lets the participants affect the language and tone of the interview as it gives them space to lead 
the conversation. Photo elicitation can also be argued to level the power relations in the 
interview situation, because the participants have more freedom to decide on the discussed 
topics, to determine what they think is important, and there is less fear of giving an incorrect 
answer to the adult researcher’s questions (e.g. Clark-Ibáñez, 2007). Photo elicitation labels 
the participants as experts of their own worlds.  
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Pre-existing photographs have been used, for example, when children and young people’s 
favourite places and their ideas of inspiring environments have been studied. Photographs have 
then worked as ‘triggers for responses’, helping young participants discuss their experiences 
and feelings in different environments (Abbot-Chapman and Robertson, 2009: 423). For 
example, Leonard and McKnight (2015) decided to use their own photographs in a study on 
urban spaces to be able to talk about ethno-religious divisions of Belfast with young 
participants. The researchers soon realised that these traditional conflict divisions were not 
brought up by the teenagers, whose own photographs showed a different view of the city: one 
of social spaces and different subcultures in their everyday lives. In this research, the 
combination of photographs from researchers and participants produced a more nuanced 
understanding of the issue. Major differences in the photographs taken by the researcher and 
young participants were also noticed by one of the authors of this chapter, when she studied 
young people’s hanging out at a shopping mall in the city centre of Helsinki – see Figure 6.1 
(Tani, 2014). During her observations, she took photographs of the sites that were popular 
among young people, but – being aware of her position as an outsider in these youth spaces – 
she avoided taking photos of the young people themselves. As a result, her photographs showed 
mostly empty spaces and void corridors inside the mall and expressed very little of the most 
important feature of hanging out, that is, the value of being together with peers. This 
observation prompted her to ask the 15 volunteering young people to take their own 
photographs while hanging out. Among hundreds of images taken, there were photos of urban 
spaces, but the majority of them showed groups of young people either skateboarding, sitting 
on the stairs, posing or just chilling and hanging out. So, young people had taken photos of 
each other, of their important social relations – something that had not been possible for the 
adult researcher. The photographs were then looked at together during photo-elicitation 
interviews, and the researcher learned many things she could not have known to even ask. 

As follows, it is good to keep in mind that the researcher’s photographs of a studied space 
do not automatically elicit useful interviews. For instance, Douglas Harper (2002) analyses his 
research in which he first decided to photograph farmers in his neighbourhood to guide 
interviews, which he hoped would explore the phenomenology of farming. His photographs 
did not evoke any deep reflection on the issues he was interested in. According to Harper, this 
was because his photos turned out to be too similar to ones depicted in many farming 
magazines. He then decided to use historical and aerial photographs, which he found to ‘break 
the frame’ of the farmers’ typical views of work and community. In other words, you must 
carefully choose which pre-existing photographs to use, and always keep in mind their 
productive role in the research process. 

When the interviewees’ own photographs are used, the power dynamics of the research 
process are altered by emphasising what is important or interesting to the participants 
themselves (Copes et al., 2018). This resonates with the values of participatory research 
practice, according to which the people whose lives are being researched are considered as 
legitimate knowledge-producing agents (see Skelton, 2008). Research is then done with the 
people, rather than on them. It is important to note, however, that there is a difference between 
participation as an approach and participation techniques: a method in which participants take 
photographs and talk about them or about issues related to them during  
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the interviews does not necessarily mean that the research approach would be participatory as 
a whole (Grant, 2017). Yet, even with a limited role in the research process, the participants 
can communicate what is meaningful for them in the study by producing their own visual 
messages. This supports direct involvement and engages them in the research process. It also 
creates a strong connection between experience (the practice of photography) and verbal 
reflection (photo elicitation). We will therefore focus on this type of photo elicitation process 
here but acknowledge that other approaches may sometimes be more suitable. The decision 
needs to be made based on the circumstances and needs of the research in question.  

Once the initial planning has been done, it is often worthwhile to include the participating 
people in the design of the photography exploration. This way, you are aware of any possible 
concerns that people may have and can better adjust the plans accordingly (see Heath et al., 
2009). The flexibility of the process can be understood as part of the ongoing analysis of the 
phenomenon in question. By being open to different views, you learn a great deal about the 
people involved and what matters to them. During the preparatory discussions, new ways of 
collecting the photographs for the elicitation may emerge (in groups, pairs, by walking, cycling, 
public transportation, etc.). Generally, it is good to agree on a research question that will lead 
the inquiry for everyone. This can be a modification of your study’s academic research 
question, as long as it is simple enough to be approached by means of photography. Aside from 
this leading question, we suggest that the actual practice of taking the photographs should be 
left as open-ended as possible. As in much sightseeing-oriented travel, a rigid plan consisting 
of established points of observation will rule out a lot of what could potentially be interesting 
for the study. For the same reason, we strongly advocate linking movement (walking, etc.) to 
photography: it can then serve as a tool for ‘knowing as we go’ (Ingold, 2000: 229). 

When photographs are ready for the elicitation, you will meet the participants at a suitable 
place for a relaxed discussion. It is good to reserve one to two hours for each interview. You 
should have themes and some back-up questions ready, but not define all questions beforehand 
to let topics emerge freely from the photos. When a new theme comes up, it is important to 
give space to it, and not force the discussion into a fixed frame. It is often the sidetracks and 
‘inconveniences’ of the interview situation that generate improvisation and creative 
collaborative thinking. Being open to the complexity of the studied phenomena will ultimately 
contribute to its understanding. The openness also adds to the ethical strength of the research 
process, as we will discuss in the next chapter.  
 
 
Box 6.1 Note from the field 
 
Working with photography 
 
The vignette that came to mind when thinking about sharing an experience of working with 
photography is from Noora’s first fieldwork study on young people’s hanging out in Helsinki, 
2011. The particular situation pointed out the importance of being careful when using 
photographs as data. 
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In the study, I worked with a group of teenagers, 15 to 16 years old. The research was linked 
to a school geography course that dealt with the students’ local living conditions and regional 
identities. As part of my research, the participants took photographs in their free time of places 
and things important to them. I then met eight volunteer students in the city (alone or in pairs) 
and discussed their photos with them over coffee in what I later came to call ‘photo-talks’ 
(Pyyry, 2015). 

To ease the situation, I started each photo-talk with questions about the café where we 
were meeting, since the place was always a participant’s choice. This way we got to chat about 
hanging out too, and it was easier to move on to more detailed issues with the photographs. 
Without exception, I found that looking at the photographs made the situation relaxed and 
flexible, since it permitted talking without direct eye contact or ready-made questions. 

The two girls in this photo-talk told me that the photograph (Figure 6.2) was taken at the 
back of a fire station where young people often hang out. During a long discussion, they told 
me: 
  

… it’s like you can sit there and there’s like, the boys are skateboarding there, some 
friends, I mean … it’s a good spot for skateboarding, so that’s why they want to come 
there. (Participant, 15) 
 

 
 
 

Figure 6.2 Photo by a participant 
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After some more talking, the girls explained to me why this particular spot is good for hanging 
out: 
 

… it’s like kind of behind the fire station so that it doesn’t like, that it doesn’t bother 
anyone … and then on the front there’s where the fire trucks leave, it’s like in a pretty 
isolated place … (Participant, 15) 

  
With their words, the girls clearly articulated the need for a space away from the adult gaze, a 
need for what Matthews et al. (2000; see also Tani, 2015) refer to as ‘backstage’ (Goffman, 
1963; see also Lieberg, 1995). The point that I want to make with this field note is that I could 
not have read any of this from the photograph itself (which tells me very little about hanging 
out). Therefore, rather than drawing out information from the images, thinking in the photo-
talk happened ‘with’ the photographs. This illustrates the productive power of photographs: 
they stimulate thinking. The photo-talk was an event of ‘becoming with the data’ (Hultman and 
Lenz Taguchi, 2010: 534), in which new thinking took place through engaging with the 
research material collaboratively. My role in the photo-talks was to give space to this reflection, 
pose new questions and make visible what might seem irrelevant to the participants. 

When analysing the photographs themselves, one can pay attention to the visual or textual 
elements in the image, as well as reflect on how the picture is framed, since cutting certain 
elements out is perhaps the easiest way to manipulate a photograph. In a photo-elicitation 
interview, it is possible to go ‘beyond’ the photograph itself and analyse both the personal and 
shared meanings attached to the image. This helps in delving deeper into the research topic at 
hand. 
 

(Noora Pyyry) 
 
 
 
 
Ethical issues 
 
When the researcher decides to ask the participants to take photographs and then share them to 
be discussed during the interview, it is important to be aware that the photos are always a 
selection: depending on the research theme, the interviewee may have wanted to keep some 
issues out from the photographs. So, it is important to remember that images have never a clear 
link to the reality they are representing. Often the interviewees will also talk about issues that 
are not presented in the images. In this case, the researcher needs to be sensitive to the situation 
and give space to issues that the participant considers important. In photo elicitation, the 
possibility for joint interpretation of the visual material during the process adds to participant 
involvement and ethical strength of the research. Ethics needs to be a constant concern 
throughout the project, reflected on in each encounter (see Horton and Kraftl, 2006). 

Ethical issues also need to be a consideration when the research results are published. It is 
crucial to be aware of the ownership of the material used and presented in the research  
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publications (Tani, 2014). For example, when a participant has taken photographs in public 
spaces and given consent to use the photographs in academic papers, how can the researcher 
be sure that other people who may appear in the pictures are comfortable with the process? In 
many international legal jurisdictions, photographs are the property of the photographer (in a 
way that words are not), and it is therefore very important to have permission before publishing 
participants’ photographs. You need to consider carefully whether you believe people have a 
right to images of themselves (and whether this is a legal or ethical imperative within the 
context that you are working). It is possible that young people doing photographic research 
may produce images that have the potential to cause trouble for them or other (e.g. if they take 
photographs of illicit activities) – how will you deal with this? One option is to use photo-
editing techniques to blur people’s faces, so that vulnerable people cannot be identified. Many 
of these ethical questions are complex, and the best solutions are always found when carefully 
considering each case individually. Ethical review boards at universities can be consulted when 
the situation requires additional support. 
 
 
Summary 
 
Photography and photographs have been used widely in human geography, and they are 
valuable methods, particularly in research that deals with people’s ideas, experiences, feelings 
or attitudes about different spaces. Photography works well when the research has to do with 
issues that are difficult to verbalise. This creative practice of following the world with a ‘frame’ 
supports engagement with the studied space, and therefore generates much more than just 
visual field notes of the issue at hand. Photography is, in conclusion, more than a visual method: 
it is multisensory geographical exploration that links action and understanding.  

Photo elicitation makes use of photographs in an interview. The use of photographs 
generally makes the interview situation feel relaxed and informal. If photographs are taken as 
part of the study, the researcher can either use their own photographs or ask the participants to 
think about the topic from their point of view and then conduct photography. In the interview, 
the photographs serve as ‘triggers’ and stimulants for discussion, and often bring out issues 
that might otherwise be left unnoticed. When preparing for the elicitation, the researcher should 
plan themes and some back-up questions, but leave most of the questions open so that topics 
can freely emerge from the images during the interview. 

Photo elicitation can be argued to level the power relations in the interview situation, as 
the participants are able to directly affect the process and take up issues that are important to 
them. The joint interpretation of the visual material during the interview supports participant 
involvement and adds to the ethicality of the research. Still, ethical issues always need to be 
carefully considered when planning, conducting and analysing the interviews. Care should also 
be taken when publishing findings from the study, especially when using the produced images 
in publications. 
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Now have a go 
 
Have a go with photo elicitation, for instance, with a friend. 
 
1. Take your friend for a photo-walk in a neighbourhood of your choice: in the city centre or 

in the countryside. You can both take photos during the photo-walk. Make sure you are 
not in a rush so that you have at least an hour to wander, explore and do photography. 

2. Take photos of places and objects that evoke feelings in you, both negative and positive 
ones. In addition to details and artefacts, you can photograph different sorts of events, 
phenomena, atmospheres, etc. TIP: Take notes – for instance, what were your intentions 
when you took the picture? What happened when you took the photo? 

3. After the photo-walk, take your friend to a relaxed place and interview them with the help 
of the photos they have taken. While interviewing, try to grasp your friend’s experiences 
– for instance, what sorts of feelings does your friend attribute to the photos? How did 
these feelings affect your friend while doing photography? 

4. After the photo elicitation interview, reflect on the role the photos played in your 
interview. In addition, take a minute to think about how the photographs managed to 
represent the area in which they were taken: what do the photos tell you about the world? 
Finally, ask each other how you felt about the photo-walk. 

 
 
Further reading 
 
Pink, S. (2013) Doing Visual Ethnography, 3rd edn. London: Sage. 
 
If you are planning to conduct visual ethnography, this book gives you theoretical and 
practical ideas about using visual and digital technologies in the field 
 
Rose, G. (2016) Visual Methodologies: An Introduction to Researching with Visual 

Materials, 4th edn. London: Sage. 
 
This book is an important resource for those who want to get a good understanding of the 
theoretical foundations and ethical issues related to the use of visual materials and methods. 

  
Stanczak, G. C. (ed.) (2007) Visual Research Methods: Image, Society, and Representation. 

Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
 
This interesting compilation of texts suits undergraduate and graduate students. The book 
includes a valuable article on photo elicitation by Marisol Clark-Ibáñez. 
 
Thomson, P. (ed.) (2008) Doing Visual Research with Children and Young People. London: 

Routledge. 
 
We recommend this collection to those who plan to conduct research with children and young 
people. 
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